Current perspectives on pronunciation learning and teaching

Abstract

This paper aims at stressing current perspectives on pronunciation learning and teaching. It summarizes the background of pronunciation teaching, emphasizes the need for incorporating pronunciation into foreign language classes owing to regarding approaching pronunciation teaching from different modalities, the relationship between effective foreign language pronunciation teaching and Gardner's MI Theory, Autonomous pronunciation learning and teaching and the use of technology for the teaching of pronunciation.
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This paper aims at stressing current perspectives on pronunciation learning and teaching. It summarizes the background of pronunciation teaching, emphasizes the need for incorporating pronunciation into foreign language classes owing to regarding approaching pronunciation teaching from different modalities, the relationship between effective foreign language pronunciation teaching and Gardner's MI Theory, Autonomous pronunciation learning and teaching and the use of technology for the teaching of pronunciation. Özet Bu çalışma telâffuz öğrenimi ve öğretimi ile ilgili güncel bakış açılarını vurgulamayı amaçlamaktadır.